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Nevada Department of Taxation
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Tuesday, July 25, 2017
10:00 A.M.
Meeting called to order at: 10:01 a.m.
I.

Public Comment

Mona Lisa Samuelson, during every public comment it is important to hear from a medical
marijuana program advocate.
II.

The Department will hold a workshop to solicit comments from interested persons on
the following general topics:
A. Regulations necessary or convenient to carry out the provisions of NRS
Chapter 453D, Regulation and Taxation of Marijuana.
Transportation of marijuana and marijuana products by a marijuana cultivation facility,
marijuana testing facility, marijuana product manufacturing facility and retail marijuana
store.

Joanie Broon, there are two number 6 sections.
Delivery
Mona Lisa Samuelson, it would be helpful if there were delivery at home.
Shanna Perry, does this part of the regulation leave it open to a 3rd party distributor coming in.
Director Contine, no it does not. This is easier for law enforcement.
Rianna Durrett, oppose this part and would refer back to the working group suggestions.
Would support allowing delivery.
Jason Stirtsman, there are many medical MJ people that would benefit from home delivery.

Marijuana establishment agents for distributors
Stephanie Till, does this also include the 30 day temporary cards?
Director Contine, yes.
Amanda Connor, number 1 and the second number 2 are duplicate. Clarify number 4, if they
are responsible to log their loss, theft etc.
Director Contine, no these are specific things to the car and driver.
Load restrictions for transportation of marijuana
Shana Perry, are we going off wholesale or retail for insurance purposes?
Director Contine, We will research it and see if there is any further discussion.
Jason Stirtsman, we want to make sure the 10k limit is wholesale and not retail.
Vehicle requirements for transportation
Christi McAdams, load restrictions should be increased if there are 2 people required.
Kurt Brown, who is going to designate the potential hazardous marijuana products?
Director Contine, it is defined in the definitions.
Tamara Marengolo, are ice chests sufficient to keep it cold.
Director Contine, it has to be able maintain 41 degrees.
Transportation requirements for marijuana distributors
Wes Henderson, there is language in 2 bills that passed last session to require notification of
marijuana being transported in city limits.
Shane Johnson, Paragraph 5 (comment inaudible).
Storage requirements for marijuana distributors
Shana Perry, would like to strike this entire section.
Kurt Brown, what happens if a customer refuses the delivery or makes a change in what he
accepts?
Director Contine, he would return it. She clarified that he would like to see this section stay, he
agreed.
Alan Nassau, is there a preferred seed to sell tracking system?
Director Contine, no whatever you are comfortable with.
Shane Johnson, Paragraph 1 regarding storage and a locked facility. Suggests only as
authorized by the Department.
Jorge Pupo, seed to sell and inventory tracking are separate issues.

Tony Berone, will alcohol distributors have the same location as their marijuana distributors.
Director Contine, page 5 in subsection 2.
Ralph, can we make provisions for a lockbox delivery?
Director Contine, I don’t think it has been considered, but we will look into it.
Ralph, concerned about the federal regulation conflicts.
III.

Public Comment

Tamara Marengolo, can you put in the definitions a contract worker and temp employee.
Mona Lisa Samuelson, medical patients need more than concentrated levels of THC.
Meeting adjourned at 10:54 a.m.

